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This guide contains:
setting up new rosters
creating shifts (single or in bulk)
troubleshooting (errors and warnings) 
building a roster using bulk shifts
offering shifts
publishing roster
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This guide focuses on drafting and publishing the roster and the notifications that employees will receive.



Once you have the first roster created, you then have the ability to add other rosters for specific areas.
 
1. Click the arrow on the far right to open the operation roster section
2. Click + Create New Roster from under the Operation name
3. Complete the details for the roster and Save
4. Repeat for any other rosters. You can also click Edit to make any changes to the roster details. 
5. To access your desired roster click on the roster name.
 
 
 
 

Create New Roster within Operation



You're now ready to start drafting your roster and assigning people to work.

Draft roster



Alternatively you can choose a specific person by
typing in their name in employee search box.

Availability (toggle on blue)- displays employees that
are available first.
Sort by Name, Hours worked or Age. You can also
sort by ascending or descending by clicking on one
Sort option e.g. Name.
Select an employee or multiple employees.

To add an employee to the roster for the week:
1. Click the Add Person under Name.
 
2.You can choose a Position and then all employees
with this position assigned to them, will display

 
3.Choose additional filter options:

 
4. Then click Add. This will create a new row/s for the
employee/s for you to begin adding shifts.
 
5. Once employees are added to a roster. Use the Sort
by Name A-Z option to reorder them by Ascending or
Descending order alphabetically.

Adding Employees to a Roster



Add Shifts

Shortcuts can be used i.e. 
9a = 9am
1930 = 7.30pm

1. Next to the relevant employee, click Add
Shift.
 
2. Enter the Start and End time. 
 

 
3. Enter any Break duration if required.
 
4. Select the Position the employee is
working for the shift. 
 
Please note: Positions that appear in the
drop-down are based on the positions
applied on their profile during onboarding. 
 
5. Add any Allowances, Comments, Tags &
Qualifications if applicable. 
 
6. Click Create. 
 



Once you have a shift created, you can bulk copy and paste shifts. You can also drag and drop shifts to other days or employees.
This is a quick way to populate similar shifts on your roster.
 
1. Click on the shift added and click the Copy icon.
2. Click on all the days to copy the shift to and click Save. You can also copy this shift to other employees as well.
3. Click on any shift and Edit to adjust times or other details.
4. Click on the shift and click Delete to remove any shifts. 
 

Copy and Paste Shifts



Bulk Delete Shifts
You may want to bulk delete shifts.
This is easily done by using the Shift
key.
 
1. Hold down Shift and click on all the
shifts you want to delete.
 
2. Click the Delete Shifts button that
will appear in the bottom right corner
of your screen, and press Delete to
confirm.
 
 
 



Click on the speech bubble icon next to your roster name to add a Roster note.
The Roster note will now show in orange to show that there is a note added. It will also be visible at the bottom of your
roster in the Name column.

Click on the speech bubble on the relevant day, next to your roster name to add a Roster day note.
Once added, the speech bubble will then turn orange.

You are able to add notes to your Roster. You can add a Roster Note (see green boxes) for the entire roster which is visible to
the employee (or not).
1.
2.

 
You can add Roster Daily Notes (see pink boxes)
1.
2.

 

Add Roster Notes & Shift Comments

 Select edit on the desired shift and add a
message in the comments & save. 

 
 
You can even Add Comments to Shifts (see
orange boxes) for a specific employee.
1.

 
 
Please note: In all cases you can choose
whether or not to make these comment
visible to employees by using the toggle
next to the comment.



Review any shift errors and warnings
Before you publish your roster, you will need to address any shift errors or warnings that you may have. The easiest way to see how
many shift errors or warning you have is to use the tally in the top right hand corner of your screen.
 
1. By clicking on the Errors or Warnings the roster will filter by these issues.
 
2. Use the Refresh button once you feel you have fixed any errors or warnings. This will give you a current count of any warnings or
errors.
 
 
 



Shift Statuses
Draft shift.
Not published.
 
 
Warning. 
Conflicting shift. Can still
publish.
 
Error. 
Position type not set.
Cannot publish.
 
 
Offered. 
Not yet accepted or
declined.
 
 
Publish / Assigned /
Accepted Offer.
 
 

Declined Shift (from offer
sent). Shift declined by
employee.
 
Employee On Leave.
Best practice is to review this
shift and delete it as the
employee is on leave.
 
Approved Shift.
Appearance on roster when
updated in Approve Shifts.
 
Declined Shift. 
Appearance on roster when
shift declined.
 
Shift Reassigned.
Publish roster to notify
affected employees.
 
Shift Cancelled.
Publish roster to notify
employee of cancelled shift.
 
 



Submitted Shift
Shift submitted by an employee.
 
 
 
 
Did not work submitted shift
When an admin user has declined an employees submitted shift or
 
Shift submitted by an employee where the employee selected that they did not work
on that day (no hours worked).
 

Shift Statuses

The below shift status will appear on the roster where you have Submit Shifts enabled on your platform and you have employees
submitting the shift that they worked.

An easy way to determine the status of a shift
is to hover your mouse over the shift. 
A pop-up will appear telling you the status of
the shift (i.e. as image shows- On leave). 
In this case the best practice is to delete the
shift as the employee is on leave. This prevent it
from flowing through to Approve Shifts.



Publishing Shifts

Once published, move shifts the publish & notify button will show how many new shifts will be
published. Alternatively you can resend notifications to your full roster if desired.

Until you publish a roster, it is in draft mode. To publish the roster and notify employees of their
shifts, click Publish & notify. 
 
There are also additional publishing options found by selecting the down arrow.

Publish: Roster is live in Employee Portals. But no notification is sent to employees.
Resend Notifications:  Notifications are resent to employees.
Send Offer: Employee is sent an SMS or email (depending on platform communication
settings), asking if they'd like to accept the shift.

Prefer an Email
instead of SMS?

Adjust Communication
content in Platform

settings.

Indicates how many
new shifts will be

published.



Re- Assign or move shifts
To re-assign a shift to a different day or employee:
 
1. Click on the shift and Drag and Drop to the new day and/or employee.
2. Click Edit on the shift to make any adjustments. Click Save.
3. Click Publish & notify, and the two employees impacted by the change will receive a notification.
 



Publish only certain shifts
You can also filter your roster so that you see a specific person, or a position. In this example we will filter by Alanis's shifts.
 
Now when publish & notify is selected only Alanis's shifts will be published. The rest will remain in draft mode.



You can copy any previous roster/s into any week to use as a template. This will ensure that all of the employees and shifts
you have in the current week will move across. You can then save time by reassigning the shifts to different employees or
editing them.
 
1. Go into the roster week you wish to copy and click Copy Roster. 
2. Select the new week to copy to from the calendar or choose Copy to Next Week, and click Copy Roster. You can also
select to copy over the budget, shift comments and day notes.
 
Tip: Use the Filter to choose which roster you want to copy to a future week. 
 
 

Copy Roster



From the roster overview page, you can quickly build your roster
by selecting Create Bulk Shifts
 
1. Select your Client (Operation), Roster and dates (these can be
as short as a day or a few months or more ahead), time and
break
 
2. Add the position/s that you require. e.g. 3 Cleaners
 
3. Specify any relevant tags or skills required (optional)
 
4. Specify any relevant qualifications required (optional)
 
5. You can either find people later, or click on Find Employees
 
6. The next screen will show the employees available with your
selected criteria.
 
 
 
 
 

Create Bulk Shifts



You can either assign the work to the employee or you can offer to specific
people or to everyone (Offer to All) and the first to accept receives the shift
and save
 
7. Once you have selected your desired option e.g. 2 assign and 1 offered to
first available. Click on Create Shifts.
 
8. Navigate to your roster to the dates specified and you will see a summary
of the shifts offered (in blue) and shifts assigned (show as published in
green)
 

Create Bulk Shifts



Employees can easily see their roster from their Dashboard as soon as they log into their employee portal as well as apply for
leave and manage their personal and financial details. They will also receive text messages of their upcoming shifts if you
choose the option when publishing. 
 

Roster View: Employee Portal


